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Overview
DigiPILOT is a proven, state-of-the art, fully automatic, hands off, fuel saving rudder
control system.

When DigiPILOT is installed, as an add-on course controller, to any conventional
gyrocompass-autopilot, it will significantly reduce bunker consumption by up to 3% in
moderate to heavy seas.

             DigiPILOT                          Conventional Gyropilot

Operational Comparison of Gyropilot vs. Digipilot

Ship Fuel Saving Technology Less Rudder Movement = Less Fuel
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Essential Components

DigiPILOT consists of the following components:
1) GNSS/Inertial Data Logger
2) Mac mini computer/Controller
3) Three-way Steering Mode Selector Switch
4) I-Pad – Display unit

Installation Overview

DigiPILOT is easily installed within a few hours, by any manufacturers’ autopilot
service technician.

The Apple Mac Mini, with preloaded software, is provided with cables for connections
to the ship’s:
● Gyro compass,
● ECDIS (if installed)
● Rudder control output signals to ship’s to the left and right rudder control

solenoids.
● GNSS/Inertial data logger with associated cables - installed on the flying bridge.
● Optional precision fuel flow steering comparison system

DigiPILOT is provided with built in installation checkout software, to test routines,
and fully exercise the rudder controller while in port.

An iPAD is provided, as a supplemental indicator device to displaying time plot os:
R.O.T. Rudder angle, Course Command and Heading indicators with internally
measured Yaw rate.

Block Diagram
The block diagram provides an overview of how the DigiPILOT is integrated into the
ship’s steering and autopilot system.  Specific notes:

Both DigiPILOT and the conventional Gyropilot are connected to the rudder angle
indicator; and receives the identical Course-to-steer Command and gyrocompass
heading
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The GNSS/inertial data logger is used to:
● Record all the inputs and outputs of either the DigiPILOT or the gyropilot

depending which system is actively steering
● Provide post voyage analysis .
● Sea states and environmental factors
● Internal DigiPILOT parameters for developmental improvement

The blue colored blocks show other shipborne sensors that may be interfaced to the
system as required throughout the no cost improvement contract usage period.

Faults
If, in the unlikely event, the engaged DigiPILOT system fails its automatic internal
self test, the system automatically alarms the watch officer to switch over from
DigiPILOT mode to revert to the ship’s conventional autopilot or manual steering.

Operational Overview
DigiPILOT, once activated by power on, continuously and automatically gathers and
analyses information for the rudder controlling system that when the selector switch
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has been manually selected for DigiPILOT, it automatically uses the previously
collected sensor data, and immediately begins issuing orders to the rudder to
minimize both the ships hull and rudder induced drag.

The system ignores the vessel’s mean drag and minimizes the oscillation disturbances
due to wave actions.  Gain settings are automatically adjusted based on present sea
state, ship’s speed and under keel clearance and variations in load in trim.

Vessel Drag Reduction Theory

It is a known fact that fuel economy is achieved by reduced rudder induced drag-and
that rudder deflections introduced to counteract deviations in heading will, create
increased drag forces.  Moreover, retarding forces will also be caused by sway
velocity and yaw rate.

Norrbin (in 1972) showed the most important cause for the increased resistance was
due to course deviations that comes from coupling of yaw and sway velocity.
Norrbin showed that the average increase in resistance due to steering could be
approximately be described by:

The above relationship (1) can also be shown in a diagram with lambda = to 0.1
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Increased Drag in 1/2% y axis marked increments correspond to Heading & rudder angle in deg
(Increase in speed and % fuel saving is approximately ½ the reduction in drag %)
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